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By: Brenda Belak, Law III
That was the message the Honourable 

Madame Justice Claire L’Heureux-Dubé 
brought to students of UBC Law when she 
spoke to an engaged audience on January 
29, 2008.  For more than an hour, Madame 
Justice L’Heureux-Dubé responded with 
frankness and humor to questions students 
had submitted to the Women’s Caucus.

Opening her talk by remembering 
women’s struggle 
to enshrine equality 
rights in the Char-
ter, Madame Justice 
L’Heureux-Dubé 
observed that the 
greatest challenge 
that law students 
and young lawyers 
face today is losing 
sight of their ideals.  
She noted that those 
with privilege have 
the responsibility 
to give back to the 
community.  “Pro 
bono work is an ex-
cellent way to do 
that, one that allows 
you to give your 
heart and your skills, 
and nourishes your 
soul,” she said.  

She remarked 
that while the path 
for women in law 
has evolved since 
her day, when the 
Dean of Laval law 
school actively dis-
suaded her from en-
tering the faculty, it 
is still diffi cult for women to have a legal 
career and a family. This needs to change in 
order to keep women in the profession and 
ensure that more women become partners, 
she said. 

Madame Justice L’Heureux-Dubé also 
emphasized the importance of following 
one’s convictions.  In answer to questions 
concerning her role as Canada’s most dis-
senting Supreme Court Judge, she said, 
“It is not diffi cult to dissent – it is diffi cult 
not to dissent.” She also noted that the dis-not to dissent.” She also noted that the dis-not
sents of Justices such as Laskin, Spence, 
and Dickson have overtime subsequently 
become the law.

Known for her use of social context in 
the court room, Madame Justice L’Heureux-
Dubé stated forcefully that judges bring 
what they are to the bench, and that this is 
important, because they should refl ect the 
communities they come from.  “Women 

make a difference as judges because they 
are there,” she said, “and they see things 
that their male colleagues may not.  A judge 
making family law decisions should know 
the price of a litre of milk.  A woman (asking 
for child support) shouldn’t have to bring 
an expert in to show that.”

When asked which judgments she 
was the most proud of, she said that she 

was proud of them 
all, but mentioned 
in particular Moge
and Baker.  She also 
discussed Ewanchuk 
and the “fallout” 
from that contro-
versial decision, 
noting that one U 
of A researcher had 
found 51 libelous 
newspaper articles 
about her published 
in response to her 
judgment.  She ex-
pressed disgust at 
the idea that a wom-
an who had been 
raped could be ques-
tioned about what 
she was wearing.  

“She could be naked 
– she’s been sexu-
ally assaulted and 
that’s what should 
be of interest.  The 
question of attire is 
out, and that is the 
law.”

While she men-
tioned that judges in 
Canada and espe-

cially at the Supreme Court experience 
loneliness and isolation, Madame Justice 
L’Heureux-Dubé also stressed that our 
judiciary is a model for the world of impar-
tiality and competence.  Canada also has a 
leadership role to play in human rights, she 
noted.  “It is time that we stopped using the 
term ‘human rights’ as something pejorative 
and recognized that pursuing human rights 
is the way to peace and justice,” she said. 
“We must have respect for the dignity of 
every human being by the sole fact of their 
birth.  That is the way to end war and torture 
and bring about a better world.”  

Madame Justice L’Heureux-Dubé was 
in Vancouver to kick off a series of free 
lectures on international human rights at 
UBC Robson Square, put on by Lawyers 
Rights Watch Canada and UBC Continuing 
Education.

Madame Justice 
L’Heureux Dubé visits 

UBC Law

“Don’t forget your ideals: 
each of us has the power to 

change something.”

Courtesy of: www.yorku.ca

By: Khatidja Moloo, Law III
On January 10, 2008 former Chief 

Justice Allan McEachern passed away. To 
the students at UBC, he will be remem-
bered as their Chancellor as he saw them 
through their convocation ceremonies. To 
the people of British Columbia, he was 
the former Chief 
Justice of both the 
Supreme Court 
and the Court of 
Appeal. He was 
the f irst  judge 
to try and make 
the legal system 
more accessible 
for the people of 
British Colum-
bia. He strongly 
advocated for the 
courts to create 
a website so that 
the public could 
access judgments. 
Not only that but 
(then) Chief Jus-
tice McEachern 
created his own 
website and in-
vited the public to 
email him ques-
tions regarding the 
legal system. This move was 
the fi rst of its kind and is one 
small example of the type of thoughtful and 
progressive judge that he was.

Mr. McEachern was called to the bar 
of British Columbia in 1951 after attend-
ing UBC Law and was appointed as Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court in 1979 and in 
1988 was made Chief Justice of the Court 

of Appeal.   It was after retiring from the 
bench in 2001 that Mr. McEachern became 
the 16th Chancellor of UBC in 2002.

UBC Law students who have taken 
advanced trial advocacy will forever be 
grateful to Mr. McEachern for helping 

to create such an 
excellent course. 
The course en-
ables law students 
to work out of the 
court house while 
learning the essen-
tials for effective 
written and oral 
advocacy skills 
from some of the 
most learned and 
generous lawyers 
in British Colum-
bia.

While read-
ing the numerous 
biographies and 
notes of condo-
lence which have 
been posted on the 
internet since his 
passing it becomes 
quite evident that 
the legal commu-

nity is feeling, and 
will continue to 

feel, a great sense of loss from the passing 
of a mentor and a friend. 

There will be a memorial service in 
honor of Chancellor Allan McEachern on 
February 6th 2008 at 4:30pm in the Chan 
center.

Remembering 
Allan McEachern:

UBC Chancellor and former Chief 
Justice of British Columbia 

Courtesy of: www.library.ubc.ca
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By: Matt Brandon, Law III
On Friday, January 18, 2008, the 

UBC Law Women’s Caucus and the Law 
Students for Choice club honoured the 20th

anniversary of (arguably) one of Dr. Henry 
Morgentaler’s proudest achievements.  Ex-
actly 20 years earlier, January 18, 1998 to 
be exact, Dr. Morgentaler and his seminal 
80s band, “The Cool-Tones”, scored a ma-
jor top 40-hit with their version of “We Got 
a Groovy Kind of Love”, the lead single 
from their multi-platinum album “Swingin’ 
Songs for Young Lovers”. 1

What better way to commemorate this 
milestone than to host an “I Heart Henry” 
‘80’s revival party, featuring the songs 
and fashion styles of the 1980s.  The Anza 
Club was the venue, and ‘80s Prom Night 
was the theme.  No hairstyle was too high 
and no belt was too wide, as law students 
partied and danced to the music of their 
childhoods, and in many cases, their tod-
dlerhoods.   

Celebrity judges Emma Cunliffe, 
Matt Brandon and Joel Bakan had their 
work cut out for them as they awarded 
prizes for such mini-competitions as 
“Best Costume”, “Best Break-Dancing” 

Law students heart 
Henry

and “Best Dirty-Dancer”.  But the people 
came to see Airbands, and the people did 
not leave disappointed.  Top prize went 
to go to Karen Surcess for her writhing 
rendition of Madonna’s 1992(!) cover of 
“Fever”.   Kudos also to The MJ Genera-
tion for their Michael Jackson medley, The 
Flygirls for their obviously well-rehearsed 
performance of “U Can’t Touch This” (© 
1990) and The Cleopatras who Lip-Synced 
like Egyptians.

Special thanks go to the event orga-
nizers, Ashleigh Keall, Brittany Skinner, 
Brandi Stocks, Lauren Gehlen, Laura Duke, 
Brenda Belak and guest D.J. Mix-Masta-
Mischa, whose hard work and attention 
to detail made the “I Heart Henry” Prom 
and Airband competition like, tubular 
awesome!

1 January ’88 must have been a heady 
time for the Morgentalers, as only 10 days 
later he would receive yet another feather in 
his cap.  On January 28, 1998 the Canadian 
Supreme Court declared that the abortion 
provision in the Criminal Code was uncon-
stitutional, as it violated a woman’s section 
7 right to “security of person”.  

Law School Briefs 

Congratulations to Bijan Ah-
madian (Law I) who on Saturday, 
January 12th, was awarded the 
prestigious Nestor Korchinsky 
Student Leadership Award at the 
Student Leadership Conference.   
The “award is presented to a stu-
dent leader who has distinguished 
themselves through their achieve-
ments, service and contributions to 
the common good at the University 
of British Columbia. Contributions 
made by the recipient demonstrate 
a commitment to leadership and 
positive change within the univer-
sity community that is worthy of 
recognition.”

Bijan Ahmadian is a graduate 
of the Confl ict Resolution program 
at the Justice Institute of BC.  He 
has also completed a degree in 
Engineering Physics and is cur-
rently studying Law at UBC where 
he serves on the Academic Issues Caucus of the Law Student Society. Bijan was a 
leader with Imagine UBC Orientation from 1999-2002. During 2002/03, he ran the 
AMS Ombuds Offi ce, which helps students resolve confl ict with the administration 
on campus.   In 2004, he founded SmartWeb Canada with his family.  The company 
provides website development solutions to small and medium size businesses across 
Canada.  From 2004 to 2007, Bijan served as the elected Student Representative of the 
Faculty of Applied Science to the Senate, which deals with academic issues at UBC.  
During 2006/07, Bijan coordinated a three-credit Student Directed Seminar course in 
Confl ict Management Systems.  The course produced a recommendation report for 
elements of a confl ict management system for an Engineering company which had 
been surveyed during the term.  Most recently, Bijan was elected to the UBC Board 
of Governors for a one year term.  In his spare time, Bijan dances with the Vancouver 
Pars National Ballet, which is an Iranian Folklore Dance company.

Law student receives 
leadership award

Congratulations to Ashleigh Keall, Law III, and Will McDowall, who 
were engaged over the 2007 winter holidays. Ashleigh and Will are plan-

ning on having two big wedding bashes, one in Saskatchewan and another in 
London, England!

We wish them all the best!
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By: Jesse Desilets, Interior representa-
tive on the Articling Committee

On January 24, 2008, Kaila Mikkelsen, 
Director of the Career Services Office 
(CSO) , traveled to Kelowna to speak to the 
Kelowna Bar Association (KBA). As the In-
terior Firm Representative for the Articling 
Committee, I was asked to travel with Kaila 
and speak to the KBA about the student 
perspective when it comes to articling in 
the Interior of British Columbia. I also had 
the opportunity to visit two of the Kelowna 
fi rms with Kaila to speak directly to lawyers 
about UBC Law and our students. The trip 
was successful in opening dialogue with 
the KBA, conveying student concerns and 
getting feedback from the fi rms.

 The low numbers of Interior ar-
ticles is a concern for both Career Services 
and the Articling Committee. According to 
CSO statistics (see the January issue of the 
Legal Eye for a complete breakdown), last 
year’s graduating class has overwhelmingly 
(84.3%) sought and found articles in British 
Columbia. However, of the 135 students 
who have reported fi nding articles in BC, 
only 7 have found them at fi rms in North-
ern BC and the Interior. It is not surprising 
that more students choose to article in the 
Lower Mainland: over half of the people 
in BC live here. However, the numbers of 
students who fi nd articles in the Interior is 
lower than would be expected for a region 
with a population over 500,000 – about 
one quarter of the population of BC. As 
a number of third year students are still 
looking for articles, and because more op-
portunities for articles and employment will 
benefi t students in future years, we feel it 

is important to develop opportunities in all 
parts of the province and beyond.

 To prepare for  the KBA meeting 
I canvassed students about their impression 
of Interior articles and jobs. I also discussed 
the issue with the CSO, looking for the 
concerns students had brought into the 
offi ce. My discussions, though anecdotal, 
identifi ed three main issues that weigh in 
the balance when students consider jobs in 
the Interior:

- The type and quality of work is 
limited

- There are few jobs available
- The salary for articling students 

and associates is low when compared to 
Vancouver fi rms- 

Kaila and my purpose in speaking with 
the KBA was to address these concerns, 
determine if they are true, and fi nd ways 
to meet the needs of both articling students 
and Interior fi rms. What I discovered when 
speaking to lawyers from the KBA was both 
surprising and optimistic for anyone consid-
ering working in the Interior. The meeting 
was informal, comfortable and welcoming. 
Both Kaila and I had the opportunity to 
address the KBA members, encouraging 
them to consider UBC students for articling 
positions  in their fi rms.

 One suggestion we had for the 
Kelowna fi rms was to approach the CSO 
with job postings: we recognize students 
are often too busy to make the inroads to 
fi nd an articling position when it seems like 
no one is hiring. Over the past three years, 
Interior fi rms have sent only six postings to 

the CSO, which makes it easy to understand 
why students think jobs are not available. 
In fact, most of the fi rms we spoke to were 
looking for articling students, either right 
now or within the next year. I believe the 
message was well received by the KBA, and 
I expect you will be seeing more posting for 
Kelowna fi rms on the job board and Career 
Services website.

 As to the quality of work, Kelowna 
is a city in the midst of a boom very similar 
to what is happening in Vancouver: there 
are fi rms that specialize in real estate de-
velopment and fi nance, regularly working 
with national fi rms to complete develop-
ment projects. I also had the opportunity 
to speak with a lawyer who exclusively 
does employment law, having carved out 
his niche at a 28-lawyer fi rm. Similar to 
what we see here in the Lower Mainland, 
lawyers in Kelowna are moving away from 
the “general practitioner” model of practice, 
moving towards specialization in one or two 
areas of law, keeping current and competi-
tive. 

 The lawyers I spoke to all fi rmly 
believed that articles in a small fi rm give 
students a better understanding of the 
organizational and procedural skills that 
are necessary to operate in the profession: 
working in a small fi rm (as are most Interior 
fi rms) gives immediate “hands on” experi-
ence to students, rather than restricting 
them to research and drafting assignments. 
Perhaps one of the most important things I 
learned from the lawyers I spoke to is the 
level of community involvement they enjoy 

in a smaller centre, and the opportunities for 
their “people skills” to shine.

 Salaries for articles and associates 
in smaller centres are closer to what small 
fi rms in Vancouver offer than to those of 
the big firms in downtown Vancouver. 
However, one fi rm I spoke to had salaries 
that matched and even exceeded the big 
fi rm numbers. Recognizing that not every 
student will want or get a big fi rm job, the 
Interior fi rms are competitive alternatives 
for students who are considering jobs in 
smaller fi rms.

 Many students tell me that mov-
ing to the Interior (or anywhere out of 
Vancouver for that matter) is not a lifestyle 
choice they wish to make, and I can respect 
that. But for students who are considering 
work outside Vancouver, I encourage you 
to take the time to visit the Interior centres. 
Kelowna, Kamloops, Penticton and the 
surrounding communities are beautiful and 
friendly. If you have any questions about 
working in the Interior, please contact Ca-
reer Services or myself. 

 As a fi nal note, I encourage every 
student to attend the Winter Wine & Cheese 
on February 11th: there are a  record-break-
ing number of fi rms coming to this year’s 
event, including many of the Interior fi rms 
interested in articling students. We have 
decided to take a new approach this year, 
offering an “after party” where students 
and lawyers will be able to meet in a more 
relaxed and social environment. Check your 
emails and the Interaction Area for more 
news on this upcoming event.

Career connection: 
articling in the B.C. Interior

By C.J. Liu, Law II
For those wondering about the prog-

ress of the J.D. issue, here is an update. 
The proposal to make the change to J.D. 
designation has been presented to and 
passed by the UBC Senate. From here, it 
will go to the Board of Governors for ap-
proval and once (if) it has been approved 
then the Faculty can begin implementing 
the necessary changes to give effect to the 
proposal. The current goal is to make the 
proposal to the UBC Board of Governors 
at their fi rst meeting in 2008 which would 
likely mean that the change would be made 
in time for the class of 2012 (the fi rst years 
registering for September ’09) to be UBC’s 
fi rst JD class.

Not sure what this LL.B. v. J.D. issue 
is? The current UBC law program is an 
LL.B. program meaning that graduates 
receive a legum baccalaureus or a Bach-
elor of Laws. This designation originates 
from Britain which also uses the LL.B. 
designation for its law degrees.  However, 
the UBC LL.B. differs in a very signifi cant 
way in that applicants to the UBC program 
are required to have at least 90 credits (or 
roughly 3 years) of post-secondary educa-
tion. This contrasts starkly with the British 
LL.B. program which allows its applicants 
to be admitted directly from secondary 
school. This brings us to the J.D. (or Juris 
Doctorate) which is a designation created 
in the United States primarily to distinguish 
law graduates who had already completed 
a period of post-secondary studies before 

entering the law program. In that sense, 
the J.D. is better recognized as a profes-
sional degree, similar to the M.D. that 
medical school graduates receive. Now its 
important to recognize that this is a change 
in the programs name only. The UBC law 
program, for all intents and purposes, will 
remain an undergraduate program and the 
name change is only to better refl ect the 
academic credentials of UBC law graduates 
on an international basis.  

As for how this will affect currently 
registered students, you will be able to 
elect upon graduation whether you receive 
a LLB degree or a J.D. degree. If the motion 
is carried through, all UBC Law graduates 
will have the choice between those two 
designations. This includes those who have 
already obtained an UBC LLB; they will be 
given the option to obtain a J.D. degree by 
sending in their LLB degree and paying a 
nominal processing fee. The only students 
that won’t have a choice are those students 
who are admitted after the degree designa-
tion has changed (they will have to accept 
the J.D. designation). 

The adoption of a J.D. designation is 
by no means a done deal but the Academic 
Issues Caucus will continue to work hard 
advocating for the law students of UBC and 
the Faculty continues to be very supportive 
in the process. If you have any questions 
about the J.D. or its procession through the 
expedient UBC bureaucracy, please contact 
CJ Liu at cjliu4@gmail.com.

Update on the J.D. 
degree proposal
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By: Khatidja Moloo, Law III
Omar Khadr case  
Omar Khadr is a Canadian citizen – he 

was born on September 19, 1986 in Toronto, 
Ontario.  In 2002, when he was 15 years old 
and living in Afghanistan with his family, 
he was captured by the American forces and 
sent to Guantanamo Bay.

Khadr moved to Afghanistan in 1997, 
where he spent some time going to Osama 
bin Laden’s compound with his family and 
play with his children.  It is alleged that 
Khadr’s father is one of bin Laden’s senior 
lieutenants.  It is believed that Omar Khadr 
and his brothers all had military training at 
some point during their childhood.

On July 27, 2002 Khadr was in a 
compound that had been surrounded by 
US special forces.  The US version of the 
events allege that Khadr had killed a medic, 
Sgt. Christopher Speer. However, it is now 
known that although the medic was trained 
as such, he was part of the combat squad 
combing the compound after it was believed 
that all in the compound had been killed.  
While Speer was combing the compound, 
Khadr leapt from hiding a threw a grenade 
which injured Sgt. Speer and led to his 
death.  Omar Khadr was shot three times, 
leaving one eye nearly blind.

While most child detainee’s in Guan-
tanamo Bay are kept in a smaller com-
pound, provided with school teachers and 
recreation, Khadr was treated like an adult.  
Reportedly, he is kept in solitary confi ne-
ment for long periods of time, is given 
inadequate medical treatment and was left 
bound in uncomfortable “stress positions” 
until he soiled himself.  In a 2006 press 
conference, Khadr’s lawyers described how 
his captors wiped his hair and face with a 
cloth containing his urine and feces, while 
he was still bound.

The Supreme Court has agreed to 
decide whether the federal government 
must hand over thousands of pages of 
documents to Khadr’s lawyers after a 2006 
Federal Court of Appeal decision stated 

that under the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms he has a right to full answer 
and defense.  The Justices will also address 
the issue of whether the Charter applies to 
Khadr in connection to interviews he had 
with Canadian offi cials outside the coun-
try.  The Federal Court of Appeal in their 
ruling stated that “Canada’s participation 
may have made it more likely that criminal 
charges would be laid against the appellant, 
thereby increasing the likelihood that he 
could be deprived of his right to life, liberty 
and security of the person.”

Street racers case
In November 2000, as Irene Thorpe 

was walking on the sidewalk in Vancouver, 
she was run over by one of two vehicles 
engaging in a street race.  In February 2003, 
both drivers were convicted of criminal neg-
ligence causing death, even though only one 
of the vehicles had killed Ms. Thorpe.  

Bahadur Singh Bhalru (23) and Sukh-
vir Singh Khosa (20) were given conditional 
sentences of two years less a day, (to be 
served at home so that they could continue 
going to work and school) and a fi ve year 
driving ban.  As landed immigrants, their 
conviction of a crime which carries with 
it a maximum sentence of 10 years makes 
them ineligible for citizenship.  Criminal 
negligence causing death carries with it a 
maximum life sentence. But, anyone with a 
sentence of less than two years can appeal 
an immigration ruling as many times as they 
are refused and are permitted to stay in the 
country until the matter is resolved. 

In April 2003 a deportation order was 
issued to both men. In at 2-1 decision in 
October 2004, the Immigration and Refugee 
Board tribunal refused to allow the men to 
stay in Canada. Mr. Bhalru was deported 
to India. In October 2007, the Supreme 
Court of Canada agreed to hear the appeal 
of this decision. No date has been set for 
the hearing. 

Coming to a Supreme 
Court of Canada 

judgments website 
near you....  By: Tyson Stiege, Law III

The Sex Party, a federally registered 
political party, recently succeeded in a law-
suit against Canada Post. As was reported in 
the November 2007 issue of the Legal Eye
(see: “Sex Party goes Postal in Freedom of 
Expression Case”), our statutorily enabled 
federal postal service had refused to distrib-
ute a controversial Sex Party Election fl yer 
on the grounds that it contained “sexually 
explicit” images and information, including 
a visual representation of male genitalia.  

Canada Post regulations had prohibited 
the distribution of “sexually explicit mate-
rial” through its registered Admail program, 
a service for businesses and other organiza-
tions designed to facilitate the inexpensive 
distribution of promotional materials. The 
Sex Party took Canada Post to court over 
the refusal to deliver.

The Vancouver Federal Court accepted 
the Sex Party’s argument that regulations 
issued by the federal Cabinet stipulate 
only illegal material can be prohibited by illegal material can be prohibited by illegal
Canada Post rather than those materials 
which Canada Post deems at its discretion 
to be merely offensive for sexual explicit-
ness or other reasons. Offensiveness has a 
lower threshold than illegality.

The court found that the Sex Party fl yer 
was not illegal, notwithstanding its racy 
content, and further held that Canada Post 
in not empowered to draft regulations that 
are more onerous than those issued by the 
federal Cabinet.

Canada Post has been given six months 
to re-write its regulations on its discretion 
to prohibit delivery. An order allowing the 
Sex Party’s application has been suspended 
until that time.

Court orders Canada 
Post to allow delivery 

of dirty pictures
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By: Davin Burlingham, Law III
 A real media fi restorm has greeted 

the news of two recent human rights com-
plaints in Canada. Commentators from 
far and wide (and from both ends of the 
political spectrum) have been weighing in 
for weeks on the issue, which has to do with 
Canada’s federal and provincial hate speech 
laws. “The lights are going out on liberal 
society – and it is the most liberal societies 
with their fi ngers on the ‘off’ switch,” writes 
Melanie Phillips, a conservative author and 
columnist from Britain, at spectator.co.uk. 
Glenn Greenwald, a liberal U.S. journalist, 
comments in salon.com on “oppressive, 
dangerous hate speech laws which are com-
mon -- increasingly so -- in both Canada and 
Europe.”

 Phillips was talking about the case 
of Canadian Islamic Congress v. Maclean’s, 
which stems from an article published in the 
magazine on October 20, 2006. The article, 
entitled “The future belongs to Islam,” was 
an excerpt from a book by Canadian writer 
Mark Steyn entitled America Alone. Four 
Osgoode Hall law students took exception 
to the article, and after a frank exchange 
of views with Ken Whyte, the editor of 
Maclean’s, they decided to have the CIC 
fi le several human rights complaints over 
it. The fi rst hearing will be at the BC Hu-
man Rights Tribunal in early June, followed 
by another at the Canadian Human Rights 
Tribunal some time later (the Ontario Com-
mission is still mulling a complaint).   

 The second quotation above is in 
relation to Alberta Human Rights Commis-
sion v. Levant. Ezra Levant, former pub-
lisher of the Western Standard magazine, 
has been called to account for publishing the 
infamous “Muhammad cartoons” back in 
2006. Syed Soharwardy, head of the Islamic 
Supreme Council of Canada, brought the 
complaint after he was unable to persuade 
Calgary police to arrest Mr. Levant. The lat-
ter decided to fi ght the complaint, and even 
made a videotape of his fi rst appearance 
before the tribunal, which has been made 
available to a global audience on YouTube.
com. That matter is ongoing. 

 Details of each case can easily be 
found online. Briefl y, the Maclean’s article 
argues that a young, confident Muslim 
population in Europe will soon replace the 
aging, relativist Christian one by the force 
of demographics. The most oft-cited pas-
sage describes some European Muslims 
as ‘hot for jihad.’ The cartoons, for their 
part, are allegedly unacceptable because 
depictions of the prophet Muhammad are 
forbidden in Islam, and the insult is only 
compounded by the fact that he is portrayed 
in a disrespectful way (wearing a bomb tur-
ban, etc). Some think these two cases have 
merit, while others see them as an assault on 
the individual’s right to free expression. 

 A third view is expressed by War-
ren Kinsella, columnist for the National 
Post. He writes of hate speech, “I believe 
that words and images have power. Words 
and images have the power to wound and 
hurt and, sometimes, persuade people to 
kill,” (proving in two sentences that words 
can also have the power to be nearly as 
insightful as a blank sheet of paper). His 
position is thoughtful, though; he thinks 
that the Maclean’s and Levant cases are 
bad because they risk fouling the nest for 
other complainants, the types who have 
hitherto been the ones bringing most of 
the cases – namely, those who prosecute 
white nationalists and neo-nazis. Of the 
three views above, however, Kinsella’s is 
the most wrong. The problem is not that the 
Maclean’s and Levant cases are diversions 
from the good work the Commissions have 

been doing – rather, that good work has 
itself been the problem all along. 

 All federal hate-speech complaints 
are heard pursuant to s. 13(1) of the Ca-
nadian Human Rights Act, which makes 
it illegal to communicate by telephone or 
internet “any matter that is likely to expose 
a person or persons to hatred or contempt.”
In Canada (Human Rights Commission) 
v. Taylor [1990], Dickson C.J.C. for the 
majority of the Supreme Court affi rmed 
the constitutionality of the section, fi nding 
that the law infringed s.2(b) of the Charter 
but passed the Oakes test.  He wrote that 
hate speech has the effect of “eroding the 
tolerance and open-mindedness that must 
fl ourish in a multicultural society.” In total, 
over thirty s.13 complaints have reached the 
hearing stage in the federal tribunal, and 
most have been against white nationalists 
and neo-nazis who either communicate 
their messages by phone or at sites like 
Stormfront.org and freedomsite.organd freedomsite.organd .   

 Meanwhile, the very real and very 
urgent problem of anti-Semitism in Canada 
continues to grow, year-by-year. According 
to a Haaretz.com report, incidents of anti-
Semitic violence and vandalism doubled 
between 2005 and 2006 in this country. 
As Levant pointed out in his feisty address 
to the Alberta tribunal, “The last house 
of worship torched in Edmonton was my 
synagogue.” Supporters of hate-speech 
laws point to increasing anti-Semitic activ-
ity as evidence of the need to redouble our 
efforts in combating hate speech. But none 
can seem to produce anything to support 
the proposition that Canada’s prosecution 
of neo-nazi internet commenters has had 
any success whatsoever in curbing racist 
violence. 

 Proponents of stronger penalties 
for hate speech would do well to consider 
the case of Ernst Zundel, the infamous 
holocaust denier. Before being deported, 
Zundel spent time in prison in Canada, 
having been convicted of ‘spreading false 
news’ pursuant to s. 181 of the Criminal 
Code (the law was eventually struck down 
by the Supreme Court). Ottawa later had 
him deported as a security risk, and he is 
now in jail again - this time in Germany, 
a country which does not suffer holocaust 
deniers gladly. Imprisonment, however, has 

not stopped Zundel from spreading his mes-
sages of insanity. In fact, it may have turned 
him into something of a martyr fi gure for 
his followers. A quick internet search can 
turn up Zundel’s letters from prison, which 
somehow manage to give an aging maniac 
the air of a persecuted hero. 

 For another example of unintended 
consequences, look no further than France, 
a country with strong hate-speech laws on 
the books. Readers will no doubt remember 
anti-Semitic National Front leader Jean-
Marie Le Pen, who is usually described as 
‘far-right,’ but is in fact adept at taking the 
very worst ideas of both the left and right 
and mixing them up in the big bowl of 
wrong he calls a political platform. It not 
always well-remembered that Le Pen was 
tried and convicted twice of hate speech, 
for trivializing the holocaust (calling it a 
“detail of history” in his rants). The best 
that can be said about the effectiveness of 
these prosecutions is that Le Pen only came 
in second place in presidential voting in 
2002. Let that be a lesson to the rest of you 
nuts, indeed. 

 Just because hate speech laws are 
useless, however, does not mean Canadians 
are powerless. There is nothing wrong with 
peacefully picketing a holocaust denier’s 
public speech. There is nothing wrong with 
calling a newspaper or radio station and 
telling them that they will lose you as an 
audience member if they give a platform 
to racists and their supporters. There is 
even something quietly satisfying in staring 
down a batty conspiracy theorist and mak-
ing mincemeat of his arguments (though it 
is best not to repeat this too many times, as 
you may get kinetosis from all the circular 
logic). These are the kinds of activities that 
are supposed to go part-and-parcel with life 
in a free and democratic society, and one 
could argue that they are the duty of every 
citizen when hateful ideology is put forth 
in the public square.

 The problem with hate-speech 
laws is that they encourage complacency 
among the citizenry. Under the current 
system, Canadians feel no need to engage 
in positive action against the forces of 
hate, but rather kick up their heels and 
say, “Well, I’m sure the tribunals have all 
that under control.” As evidence that this 

social lethargy has reached a critical stage, 
consider this fact: from 2002 through the 
end of 2007, ten – count them, ten - s. 13 
complaints in the Canadian Human Rights 
Commission were brought by one person - a 
Mr. Richard Warman. This affable, balding 
gentleman with a degree in drama from 
Queen’s University has been our St. George, 
out single-handedly slaying the dragons of 
hatred; our Gandalf, Bilbo and Aragorn all 
rolled into one, out fi ghting the ringwraiths 
of racism while the rest of us curl up in the 
shire with a jug of warm mead.

   Warman should not be faulted or 
condemned for his actions, for he means 
well. But this is a really serious business, 
and he is not a serious person. David Matas, 
in his book Bloody Words: Hate and free 
speech, describes the dangers of anti-Semi-
tism well: “The incitement to hatred against 
Jews was and is, not just a threat to Jews, 
but a threat to peace, a threat to democ-
racy, and a threat to all humanity.” Canada 
stands faced with a low, but swelling, tide 
of this poison right now. And Canadians are 
content to leave the fi ght against anti-Semi-
tism to one drama major and a handful of 
bureaucrats, using a process that shows no 
signs of ever having worked, may indeed 
actually make the problem worse, and takes 
out honest journalists like Steyn and Levant 
as collateral damage? No, we can do bet-
ter. 

  Please allow two final quota-
tions on the subject, from one of our most 
eminent legal thinkers. First: “Theories of a 
grand conspiracy between government and 
elements of society wrongly perceived as 
malevolent can become all too appealing if 
government dignifi es them by completely 
suppressing their utterance... [h]istorical 
evidence also gives reason to be suspicious 
of the claim that hate propaganda laws con-
tribute to the cause of multiculturalism and 
equality.” Next: “I conclude that the benefi ts 
to be secured by s. 13(1) of the Canadian 
Human Rights Act fall short of outweighing 
the seriousness of the infringement which 
the section effects on freedom of expres-
sion.” That was Madam Justice McLachlin 
(as she then was), from her excellent minor-
ity reasons in R. v. Keegstra, and the Taylor
case, respectively. Perhaps it is time to dust 
off those dissents.  

We can do better fi ghting racism
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By: James Leong, Law III 
When you think of Vancouver, you 

think usually of the temperate, sometimes 
warm temperatures the city commonly ex-
periences. It’s a great reason to go outside 
lots of the time, to enjoy a run on the beach, 
a hike in the forest, or cycling.

However, the past month’s been a little 
colder than normal, and it’s not that much 
fun walking outdoors when it’s so slushy 
outside. Being from Saskatchewan, I’m 
usually fi ne but the wind, when it comes, 
can be especially cutting, particularly since 
dressing in layers is something you never 
associate with having to do here. 

Thus, with this cold weather, let’s turn 
to some food to warm you up. This time, 

A law student’s take on delicious 
Indian Cuisine

let’s get a few Indian restaurants out and 
mentioned. Unfortunately, I never go to 
Surrey, so I can’t really cite anything out 
there, but what I have come to like to like 
in Vancouver are Mahek and Rangoli.

To me, Indian food represents a wealth 
of sophistication. What strikes me most 
when I cook it at home is the beautiful 
harmony in aroma, its complexity in fl avor, 
its brightness in color. There is a balance 
between sweet, spicy, sour, and bitter which 
is fi ne-tuned, and can be sensed when one 
smells their spice-mixes, their masalas. 

Mahek is a relatively new restaurant 
which opened last summer, near Broadway 
and Macdonald. Like the typical Indian 
restaurant, the walls are slightly inlaid with 
gilt, the lights are somewhat dim, and the 
decoration has an unmistakable Eastern 
slant to it. However, the service was very 
friendly, with everyone greeting me as I 
came in. The hostess who served me was 
so welcoming, so warm, and very helpful 

with menu choices. 
Which brings me to the food. Mahek 

is very standard in its offerings, but what it 
does produce is exceptional in both quan-
tity and quality. I came in after skipping 
the fi rst two meals of the day, and thought 
that I might need an appetizer and meal to 
satisfy me. What came was so much food 
that I felt like I might need a wheelbarrow 
to see me to the door! The vegetable pakoras 
were exceptional, not having that bitter taste 
which can come too easily when Indian 
spices are overcooked, and they came with a 
choice of chutneys which accented the food 
and each other. The biryani had wonderful, 
tender-cooked lamb to compliment a bed 
of rice with assorted vegetables, with all of 
it having an unmistakable depth of fl avor 
added by a wonderful meat broth. There is 
also a comprehensive vegetarian menu (a 
beautiful feature of Indian cooking), and 
if you are looking for exceptional value, 
show up there for lunch. You really can’t 
go wrong.

And now, for a contrast. Rangoli is the 
brainchild of Vancouver’s eminent Indian 
chef, Vikram Vij, who tried to adapt his 
eponymous restaurant to a format that 
would be more accessible to the masses. To 
this end, Rangoli was created, and the menu 
offerings are much cheaper, with a very 
unique décor to this restaurant. The closest I 
can come to describing it is a cafeteria, only 
the cafeteria has more of a contemporary, 

Mahek Restaurant & Lounge
2839 West Broadway

604-737-2500

Rangoli 
1488 West 11th Avenue

604-736-5711
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January Revisited
THROUGH THE LENS OF A CAMERA

By Matt Brandon, (3L)
Dear students of UBC Law.  After much soul-searching and discussion with my family and loved 

ones, I have decided to seek a second term as your LSS President.  I will be deferring my graduation 
date by one year and will remain at the law school as a part-time student through 2008-09, giving me 
plenty of time to devote to LSS-related duties.  Of course there exists an opportunity to depose me.  
A little thing called “democracy”.  That’s right, LSS elections are right around the corner and this is 
your chance to serve your fellow law student and gain the kind of status, respect and glory that only 
an LSS-elected representative knows and enjoys.

There are a number of ways for students to get involved with the LSS and other student organiza-
tions.

2008/2009 LSS Elections
• Nominations for the LSS Executive/AIC/SAC and Articling Committee will 
 open on February 11th, 2008.  
• Nomination forms will be available on Monday, February 11th and will be   

found on the LSS Bulletin Board, located just outside of the Distribution 
 Centre.
• Completed nomination forms are to be posted on the LSS Bulletin Board.  
 Nomination forms should not be posted before Monday, February 11th.
• Nominations close at 5 PM on Monday, February 25th, 2008.

Guidelines: **POSTERING AND/OR DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED/EMAIL CAMPAIGN 
MATERIALS IS NOT PERMITTED**

Upcoming Dates for the 2008/2009 Elections
• February 11 to February 25 - Nominations open
• Monday, February 25 at 5pm - Nominations close
• Thursday, February 14 from 12:30pm to 1:30pm - Elections Information Meet
 ing, Room 157
• February 26 to February 28 - Voting in the Interaction Area
• Thursday, February 28 at 3pm - Polls close
• Friday, February 29 from 3pm to 6pm - Results announced at the Phi Delta Phi 
 bzzr-up

More information to come on position descriptions, election guidelines, and the 
nomination procedure will be made available on the LSS website: www.ubclss.org

If you have any questions, please contact me, your current (and future) President and  Chief 
Returning Offi cer, at Returning Offi cer, at Returning Offi cer, at mattbrandon@hotmail.com.

Student Government - 
Get involved!
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Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

1 2

3 4 5

Law & Society Lecture Series
Speaker: Dorothy Roberts, 
Kirkland and Ellis Professor, 

Northwestern University, Law 
School Professor, Dept of African-
American Studies and Sociology, 
Faculty Fellow, Institute for Policy 

Research
Time: 12:30 – 2:00 pm
Location: ANSO 207 

Chair: Dr. Renisa Mawani, Assis-
tant Professor, UBC Sociology

Resume and Cover Letter 
Session 

12:30 - 1:30 pm, Room 177

6

The Centre for Asian Le-
gal Studies presents:  

Speaker:  Yoshihiro Yamada 
(Associate Professor, Faculty 
of Law, Ritsumeikan Univer-
sity; Visiting Scholar, Centre 

for Asian Legal Studies)
Topic:  Japanese Experience 
of Developing Shareholder’s 

Derivative Action
Time:  12:30pm – 1:30 pm
Location:  Faculty Confer-

ence Room 149

7

Careers in Aboriginal 
Law

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm, 
Room 169: 

Co-sponsored by the LSS 
and CSO. 

8

 MacIntyre Cup
Western Canada Moot 

Sponsored by Jim Ma-
cIntyre QC. 

 

9

 MacIntyre 
Cup

Annual 
UBC/UVic 

Moot
Time: 1:00 

pm, reception 
to follow in 

the Great Hall 
– 2:00 pm

Location: Law 
Courts

10 11

Winter Wine & Cheese 
(for smaller and bou-

tique firms) 
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm, Hyatt 

Regency Hotel, 34th Floor: 

12

J. Donald Mawhinney Lec-
tureship in Professional 

Ethics 
Speaker: Dr. Christine Parker

“Peering Over the Ethical Preci-
pice: Incorporation, Listing and 

the Ethical Responsibilities of Law 
Firms”

12:30 pm – 2:00 pm, 
Room 101/102, 

Evening Lecture: 5:00 pm, Recep-
tion to follow Law Courts Inn, 800 

Smithe Street, Vancouver BC

Practising Law in a Small 
Town 

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm, Room 177

13

CFLS Presents “Making 
Gender Matter in Interna-

tional Criminal Justice”
Speaker: Valerie Oosterveld, 
Assistant Professor, Faculty of 
Law, University of Western 

Ontario
Time: 12:30 – 2:00 pm
Location: Room 157

14 15

9th annual Robert H. 
Guile QC Debate 

Time: 5:00 pm 
Location: Law Courts Inn 

16

17 18 19 20 21

International Col-
loquium on Social 

Claims In Insolvency
Chair: Chief Justice Don-

ald Brenner, B.C.S.C., 
Keynote: James Sprayre-

gen, Goldman Sach, 
New York
Cost: $150

12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Curtis Building

22

5th Annual Review of 
Insolvency Law Confer-

ence
Opening Reception on 

February 21st at the Van-
couver Club

Keynote Speaker: Kenneth 
M. Bagshaw, Q.C., Chief 
Legal Officer, VANOC

The Solvency of the 2010 
Olympics: Sustainability for 

the Games and Beyond

23

24 25

An Empirical Ex-
amination of the Gover-

nance Choices of Income 
Trusts 

Ed Iacobucci, Osler 
Chair in Business Law, 

Faculty of Law, University of 
Toronto

Time: 12:30pm -1:30 
pm

Cost: $35
Location: Robson 

Square, HSBC room

Law’s Empire Social 
Identities Symposium

Time: 5:00 – 6:30 pm
Location: Green Col-

lege, Coach House

26

Law and Society Speakers 

Series: 
An Update on How Canadian 

Notions of Aboriginal Title 
and Fiduciary Duty Are Play-
ing Out in Relation to Maori 

Claims in Aotearoa, New Zea-
land Speaker: Dr. David Williams, 

Deputy Dean, Faculty of Law, 
University of Auckland 
Time: 5:00 – 6:00 pm 

Location: Green College, Coach 
House 

Articling Information Session
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm, Room 178

Farris Forum (for first-year 
students) 

Evening, Farris LLP downtown

27

Department of Justice 
Information Session

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm, 
Room 177

28

Family Law Forum 
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm , 
Law Courts Inn

29

Spring deadline for 
Ministry of Attorney 

General summer posi-
tions in Ontario.

Bulletin Board


